
Avoiding gluten is a fact of life for many people, but offering 
options for these diners can be good business sense.
by Ginny Marcin 

Can  G lu ten-Free  Hea t  Up 
    Your Business?

One of these days—if it hasn’t already 

happened—a customer will approach 

you and ask if you have any dinner 

entrées that don’t contain wheat, 

barley, rye or oats. But the request 

won’t stop there. “Not even any tiny 

ingredients based on wheat, barley, rye 

or oats.” Then the customer will hand 

you a list of about 100 things that are 

taboo or questionable, including beer, 

breadcrumbs, malt flavoring, MSG and 

more. What will you answer?

It’s hard to imagine that one out of every 133 

people in the U.S.—more than 2 million—

should be avoiding wheat, barley, rye and 

oats every day of their lives. That means no 

quick stops for a bagel, no impromptu slice of 

pizza in the airport, no beer-battered veggies, 

shrimp or fish.

But according to the National Institutes 

of Health, Bethesda, Md., that’s about 

how many U.S. eaters have celiac 

disease, a serious autoimmune disease 

that can only be controlled by avoiding 

gluten throughout life. 

Even though most have not been diagnosed 

and treated, doctors and allergists say 

they’re seeing more celiacs all the time, 

which suggests that you, as a restaurateur 

or chef, will be seeing them, too. 

At the Bloomington, Ill., headquarters of 

Biaggi’s Ristorante Italiano, a casual-

Italian concept with 21 units scattered 

across 12 states, corporate executive 

chef Peter Schonman reports that 

customer orders of gluten-free pasta 

went from 552 orders in 2005 to 8,180 

orders in 2008. That’s almost a 15-fold 

increase in four years.

Pasquale Masters took the People’s 
Choice Award for this gluten-free 
dish—peanut-encrusted Chilean sea 
bass over a potato/crab pancake with 
artisan sea salt and Key lime foam—at 
the 2008 National Foundation for Celiac 
Awareness fundraiser.
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Where gluten-free is personal

Biaggi’s illustrates the wave that roared 

into view when the National Restaurant 

Association surveyed 1,600 members 

of the American Culinary Federation in 

October 2008. In the category “culinary 

themes,” one of the two hottest trends 

predicted for 2009 was gluten-free/

allergy-conscious. 

If you live in a large city, you may have 

noticed “gluten-free” sections in the  

more progressive grocery chains.  

And some multiunit restaurants, such as 

Boston-based Legal Sea Foods and  

P.F. Chang’s China Bistro, with 

headquarters in Scottsdale, Ariz., already 

boast gluten-free menus. 

But why should you, as a chef or foodservice 

manager, consider the challenge?  

How much difference can gluten-

free diners make?  

At the National Foundation for Celiac 

Awareness (NFCA), a nonprofit in Ambler, 

Pa., Nancy Baker, director of education 

and NFCA GREAT foodservice programs, 

orients restaurants and chefs to gluten-

free foodservice through an education and 

training program she created for NFCA. 

She’s observed that when there’s a person 

with special dietary needs in a group, the 

group goes where that person can eat 

happily. So a single gluten-free diner can 

bring a whole table of new business.

Baker says it’s easier to respond to 

At Pasta Pomodoro Ristorante Italiano & 

Catering, Voorhees, N.J., chef Pasquale 

Masters knows gluten-free. From his 

earliest days in the foodservice business, 

Masters felt compassion for customers with 

special dietary needs. Today, with a young 

son who once nearly died of a food-allergy 

reaction, Masters incorporates gluten-free 

standards into his restaurant in a big way. 

That effort pays off in terms of customers 

who come from all over the country.

“Twenty-two percent of my business is 

people who have celiac,” says Masters.  

On the sandwich-sign blackboard outside 

and lettered on the storefront windows, 

the restaurant prominently alerts passers-

by that it’s friendly to gluten-free diners. 

Inside, a pamphlet holder displays literature 

on celiac disease and other conditions.  

A separate gluten-free menu features 

luscious-sounding entrées, such as 

sautéed eggplant with fresh diced 

tomatoes, artichokes, capers and pignoli 

over pasta. Beyond the basic gluten-

free offerings, Masters offers gluten-free 

gnocchi, ravioli and stuffed shells, plus 

gluten-free garlic bread, fresh-tomato-

topped bruschetta, pizza and desserts. 

And much of the regular menu can be 

adapted to gluten-free.

“I want people to be able to experience 

the full aspect of dining—appetizers, 

pasta, entrée dishes and dessert,” Masters 

says. Desserts, fresh-baked from a 

supplier, include tiramisu, cakes, a brownie 

and Key lime pie with a graham crust.  

Some gluten-free customers are shocked 

to be able to order a sandwich without 

worrying. For those, Masters combines 

gluten-free bread with Italian-inspired 

dishes such as veal milanese (char-

grilled, not breaded) with broccoli rabe, 

and veal or chicken parmigiana.

Masters uses no regular wheat flour on 

his cook line—anywhere from the pizzeria 

to the sauté station. Wheat bread and 

wheat-flour pizza dough are prepared 

from scratch in a separate section so 

that the flour does not cross-contaminate 

the other food. All sautéing is done with 

gluten-free flour, although Masters 

does not see any need to let regular 

diners know that. 

In the pizzeria area, where customers 

can watch the cooks “spin” the pizza, 

only gluten-free flour is used. All 

gluten-free bread is purchased rather 

than baked in-house.

To rule out the possibility of a mix-up 

during the kitchen rush, every meatball on 

the menu is gluten-free. Masters created 

the recipe and had employees taste-

test it versus his regular meatball. “They 

couldn’t tell the difference,” he says.

He emphasizes to his staff that gluten 

can be deadly for people with celiac. 

“It’s like giving them poison,” he says.

If compassion and human caring isn’t 

enough of a reason to accommodate 

special needs, Masters cites something 

else he strongly believes: “The customer 

is what makes a restaurant. If you don’t 

accommodate the paying customer, they 

are not going to come back,” he says.
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the celiac market than some people 

might think. “It’s not a matter of having 

a complete gluten-free menu,” she says. 

“It’s a matter of having options.” 

At Lolita, an upscale Mexican restaurant in 

Philadelphia, chef Marcie Turney offers a 

menu with almost every item gluten-free. 

She doesn’t market “gluten-free” eating, 

but the gluten-free crowd comes to her 

via an informal network. She finds that 

doctors at a nearby metropolitan hospital 

refer gluten-free patients, and prospective 

visitors to Philadelphia e-mail her. 

Turney says she began to really 

understand the gluten issue when she 

heard the story of Alice Bast, founder/

executive director of NFCA. Bast suffered 

from debilitating symptoms, had multiple 

miscarriages and a stillbirth, and gave 

birth to a three-pound infant, eventually 

making the connection to celiac disease.

When Turney took the online course offered 

by NFCA, one thing really surprised her. 

Gluten-containing particles such as wheat 

flour can migrate on a gust of air and land 

on a gluten-free food item. That “cross-

contamination” creates a problem for 

customers who are highly sensitive to gluten.

So, when serving a gluten-free customer, 

it’s not OK to start with a burger on a bun 

and then just remove the bun. Just as 

bad: French fries that were cooked in the 

same oil as breaded onion rings or other 

breaded foods.

Turney says it’s probably easier to be 

gluten-free in a Mexican restaurant, 

because the cuisine is corn-based. Even 

so, “you have to read the labels and do the 

work,” she says, referring to researching 

for gluten hidden in other ingredients.  

Aiming to become Philadelphia’s first gluten-

free restaurant by the end of 2009, she 

plans a few more changes. For instance, 

she’s ordered a gluten-free flour from 

Domata Living Flour, Fair Play, Mo., that she 

can substitute for regular flour, cup-for-cup.  

At Biaggi’s, Schonman says: “Offering 

gluten-free options was an easy 

transition for us, and something that 

was requested more and more by 

our customers.” He says all 21 units 

nationwide use the identical gluten-free 

menu and gluten-free pasta.

Biaggi’s makes most everything on 

its core menu from scratch: breads, 

dressings, marinades, soups and sauces. 

But Schonman had to make sure the soup 

bases, caramel sauce, chocolate sauce 

and base cheese were all gluten-free.  

“Developing a gluten-free menu was 

just a matter of going through items and 

making sure they were gluten-free, and 

if they weren’t, making adjustments to a 

certain product,” he says. For instance, 

gluten-free chicken Parmesan substitutes 

a fresh-grilled chicken breast for a 

breaded one. “There’s nothing on the 

grill that has bread, so there’s no fear of 

cross-contaminating,” Schonman says.

“The one piece of equipment we do have 

to be careful of is the pasta cooker,” he 

notes. Early in the day, his chefs cook 

gluten-free pasta separately in fresh water 

in a clean pot, then portion it into bags. 

Before serving, a portion is reheated briefly 

in the microwave and finished in the sauce.

Schonman says just about every location has 

Marcie Turney, right, begins preparation 
for her gluten-free dish at NFCA’s 2008 
Appetite for Awareness fundraiser watched 
by Dr. David Metz, associate professor of 
medicine at the Hospital of the University 
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.

UNSAFE ingredients
bran • bulgur • couscous  • farina

malt syrup, extract and flour, etc.

SAFE ingredients 
artichokes • avocados • corn and rice

sweet potatoes • eggs • lentils

nuts • potatoes, etc. 

POSSIBLY UNSAFE 
(check sources)
caramel coloring • miso • MSG • soy 

sauce stock cubes • smoke flavoring, etc.
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often include wheat, and sauces 

and gravies often contain gluten. 

Methods and utensils count.  

Breakfast potatoes fail the test if fried 

on a grill where wheat-based pancakes 

were made. Gluten-free pasta can’t 

swim in the same pot of water as 

regular pasta.

Cutting down isn’t enough. 

A gluten-free diner needs to avoid gluten, 

not just eat less of it. National Foundation 

for Celiac Awareness experts say the 

goal is “gluten-free, not gluten-lite.” 

Hidden ingredients count. 

Beer contains barley, many soy sauces 

start from wheat, buckwheat noodles 

Gluten-free cautions

someone on staff who has to eat gluten-free. 

“It’s amazing how quickly everyone on the 

staff learns from that person,” he says.

P.F. Chang’s, the Asian-concept multiunit 

operation, has a methodical approach for 

preventing slip-ups in gluten-free orders 

throughout its 190 units nationwide.  

According to chef Gregg Piazzi, director 

of culinary operations for the chain, about 

once every two months, the units conduct 

gluten-free “fire drills.” During downtime, 

such as before the morning opening or 

after lunch, managers key in some gluten-

free orders and watch the process unfold. 

The goal, says Piazzi, is to make sure every 

person involved in a gluten-free order 

knows exactly what he or she is supposed 

to do and follows every step correctly.

Piazzi has seen a huge jump in the number 

of gluten-free orders since the chain’s first 

gluten-free menu in 2003. Back then, a 

location might see one gluten-free order 

every one or two weeks. In contrast, in 

early 2009, P.F. Chang’s was serving 

about 38 gluten-free orders per unit per 

day—about 56,000 per week across the 

chain. And when “The View,” ABC’s daytime 

television program, showed some of  

P.F. Chang’s gluten-free items in early May 

2009, unit chefs reported an immediate 

leap in the gluten-free orders, says Piazzi.

Educating yourself

In theory, it’s possible to educate yourself 

on gluten-free food and service. But taking 

a structured course ensures you won’t 

miss the fine points and nuances. NFCA’s 

Baker says the window sticker that’s part 

of the NFCA’s GREAT gluten-free training 

and education program helps inspire 

confidence among customers.  

Finding options

Offering gluten-free options doesn’t 

necessarily mean you have to start from 

scratch. If you’re looking for gluten-

free products, a good place to start is 

your foodservice distributor. Med-Diet, 

Plymouth, Minn., a distributor of products 

for special diet needs, sells gluten-free 

products through Sysco’s network. And 

Domata Living Flour works with several 

distributors, including U.S. Foodservice.

Sharon Fratilla, president of Across the Board 

Resource Inc., Irvine, Calif., began last year 

to work with chain restaurants in need of 

practical, cost-effective gluten-free options. 

Her company assembles manufacturers of 

gluten-free products, develops requested 

products and sources ingredients. To ensure 

that gluten-free products inspire trust, Fratilla 

visits suppliers’ ingredient plants.

She works with each chain to figure out 

a way for it to incorporate gluten-free 

options. One example of creative response: 

A gluten-free pizza that comes perched on 

a biodegradable pizza tray. During baking, 

the tray prevents direct contact with the 

oven surface. The tray can then be ground 

up in the garbage disposal or trashed.

Ready to begin?

It’s no secret that gluten-free works in 

different ways for different organizations.  

The most important thing, if you plan to 

try it, is to take it seriously.  

“If you’re going to do it,” says P.F. Chang’s 

Piazzi, “you really have to buy into all the 

safety measures.” To ensure success, he 

says, “look at it as a life-and-death situation.”

Ginny Marcin has been writing about the 

food industry and food people for more 

than 20 years. She lives in Westmont, N.J. 

P.F. Chang’s first gluten-free menu 
debuted in 2003, and in early 2009,  
the chain was serving about 56,000  

gluten-free orders per week, including  
its popular lettuce wraps.
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